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Theorem. Let f : X +X be an expansive homeomorphism of a compact metric space onto itself 
and let f have canonical coordinates. Then there exists a metric compatible with the topology 
of X with respect to which the canonical coordinates are hyperbolic. 
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1. 
The title is a slogan whose real meaning is expressed by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let f :X +X be an expansive homeomorphism of a compact metric 
space onto itself and let f have canonical coordinates. Then there exists a metric 
compatible with the topology of X with respect to which the canonical coordinates 
are hyperbolic. 
A homeomorphism f of a compact metric (d) space X onto itself is expansive 
(with expansive constant c > 0) provided that x # y implies the existence of n such 
that d[f” (x), f” (y )] > c. This property (although not c) is independent of the metric 
chosen for X. 
If f is a homeomorphism of a compact metric (d) space X onto itself and x E X, 
S > 0 we define the S-stable set of x with respect to f, Wi(x, 6, f) by the following 
equation. 
We define W”,(x, 6, f), the S-unstable set of x with respect to f by Wi(x, 6, f) = 
Wi(x, 6, f-l). From now on, we omit the name of the homeomorphism from the 
notation. If the metric is d, we usually omit the subscript. We say f has canonical 
coordinates if for each S > 0 there is E (6) > 0 such that d(x, y) < E implies W’(x, 8) n 
W”(y, 8) # 4. This property (although not E (8)) is independent of the metric. 
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We say the canonical coordinates are hyperbolic (with respect to the metric d) if 
there exist u > 0,O <A < 1 and c > 1 such that the following two conditions hold. 
(i) If y E W’(x, v), then d[f”(x),f”(y)]<cA”d(x, y) for n SO. 
(ii) If y E W”(x, v), then d[f”(x),f”(y)]ccA-“d(x, y) for n ~0. 
This property depends on the metric. Canonical coordinates were introduced by 
Bowen who used them to study Axiom A diffeomorphisms [l, 2,3]. He exploited 
the fact that an Axiom A diffeomorphism restricted to a basic set has hyperbolic 
canonical coordinates with respect to some metric. Theorem 1 allows us to apply 
Bowen’s results to expansive homeomorphisms with canonical coordinates. As an 
example, we cite some of Bowen’s results in this setting. 
Theorem 2 (Bowen, [2,3]). Let f : X +X be an expunsive homeomorphism of a 




where h denotes topological entropy and N,(f) is the number of fixed points off “. 
(2) The periodic points are dense in the non-wandering set off. 
(3) Either the non-wandering set is finite or h(f) > 0. 
(4) The homeomorphism f has the pseudo-orbit tracing property. 
(5) The non-wandering set off has a spectral decomposition. 
(6) The homeomorphism f is a factor of a subshift of finite type. 
The reader should refer to [2] and [3] for the definitions and proofs relevant to 
Theorem 2. An exposition of these ideas can also be found at [7, Chapter 41. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. The main tool is the following metrization 
lemma due to Frink [5]. Another proof is available at [6, pp. 185-1861. 
Metrization Lemma. Let V, be a nested sequence of symmetric neighborhoods of 
the diagonal, A, of XXX with V,=X XX such that Vn+loVn+~oVn+~ c V, for 
each n and n; V,, = A. Then there is a metric D compatible with the topology of X 
such that the following condition holds for n 3 1. 
V, c{(x, y): D(x, y)<l/2”Ic V,-I. 
Now let f be a homeomorphism of the compact metric (d) space onto itself. 
Suppose f is expansive with constant c > 0 and has canonical coordinates. We define 
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a sequence of closed neighborhoods of the diagonal, A, of X XX as follows. Set 
W, = X xX and for n 2 1 define the set W,, as follows: 
W” ={(x,y): WhLf’(Y)l~C for ljl <n}. 
Lemma 1. The sequence {W,,} is a nested sequence of symmetric neighborhoods of 
A such that nzzp=, W, = A. 
Proof. It is obvious that {W,} is a nested sequence of neighborhoods of A and 
hence that A c nr W,. If (x, y) B A, the fact that c is an expansive constant for f 
implies that (x, y) B W, for some n > 0. Thus n; W,, = A. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that there exist E > 0 and N > 1 such that WI+w c 
Nd(A; fe)~Nd(A; e)~ WI. (If A cX, a metric (d) space, then Nd(A; E) = 
{x ; d (x, A) < E}). We define a new sequence of closed neighborhoods of A as follows. 
Put V0 = W0 and Vk = Wl+Ck-IjN for k > 0. 
Lemma 2. The sequence {V,,} is a nested sequence of symmetric neighborhoods of 
A whose intersection is A and such that 
V n+lOVn+l Ov”+l= V” for each n. 
Proof. Only the last assertion is not obvious. Trivially, 
v*~vi~vicxxx= w,= v,. 
We have 
v2ov*ov* = WI+NOWr+_NOWi+N c WI = vi 
by our choice of E, N and an application of the triangle inequality. Now suppose 
(x, y) E Vk+~oVk+loVk+l for k > 1. Then there exist points z and w in X such 
that (x, w) u (w, z) u (z, y) c Vk+*. Therefore, if (p, q) is any of those three pairs, 
then 
d[f'b),f'(q)l~c for lit< 1 + kN. 
If lil<l+(k-l)N and Ikl<l+N, then ]i+k(<l+kN so we may compute as 
follows: 
d[fkofi(p),fkof’(p)]=d[fk+l(p),fk+i(q)]~c. 
Therefore, [fib), f’(q)]c V2 and hence 
[f’(x),fi(y)]EVpVpV2CV1= WI fori<l+(k-1)N. 
That is, d[f’(x), f’(y)] c c for i < 1 + (k - l)N. Therefore (x, y) E vk so 
vk+l”vk+lo Vktl = vk. 
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The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and the Metriz- 
ation Lemma. 
Lemma 3. There is a metric D compatible with the topology of X such that 
N(A; 1/2”+l)c V,, cN(A; l/2”) for n 3 1. 
Clearly f is expansive with canonical coordinates with respect to the metric D. We 
now turn to the proof that the canonical coordinates are hyperbolic with respect 
to D. 
Lemma 4. For the metric space (X, d), 
f[W”(x, c)nxW,l= W”[f(x), clnf(x)W,+1 
and 
f-‘[W”(x,c)nxW,]= W”[f-l(x), c]nf-l(x)W,+l. 
(Here,ifAcXxX,xA={y:(x,y)EA}.) 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first equality. We compute as follows: 
f[W”(x,c)n W,]=f({y:d[f’(x),f’(y)]~c forj>-n} 
={z:d[fkof(x),fk(z)]~c fork>-(n+l)} 
= W”[f(x), cln Wn+l. 
Corollary. For the metric space (X, d), 
f”[W”(x,c)nxVJ= W”[fN(x),clnfN(x)Vn+l 
and 
f-“[W”(x,c)nxV,]= W”[f-N(x),c]nf-N(x)Vn+l forn>O. 
Proposition. The canonical coordinates for the homeomorphism f are hyperbolic with 
respect to the metric D. 
Proof. There exists n > 0 such that D(x, y) s 7) implies d(x, y) SC. Therefore 
WA(x, q) c Wi(x, c). Let u = min{q, i}. Let y E WA(x, u). We first show that 
d[f3N(~), f3N(y)]<id(x, y). There exists n 30 such that (x, y)~ V,, - V,,+I. Since 
(x, Y)& Vn+l ~iV,(d; l/2”+‘) we have l/2”+’ <D(x, y)<a and so n 2 1. Since y E 
W:(x, c) n x V,,, we have 
f3N(y)E Wi[f3N(x), c]nf3N(x)Vn+3Cf3N(x)ND(A; 1/2”+3). 
That is, 
D[f’“(x), f3”(y)]< 1/2n+3=4(1/2n+2)4D(~, y). 
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Let L = 3N. It follows by induction that for k a 0, 
D[fkL(X),fkL(Y)l~(1/2k)D(X, Y). 
Choose 0 < A < 1 by requiring A -’ = 2. We now show that if y E Ws)(x, o), then 
~[f”(x),fm(y)]~8Am~(x, y) form SO. 
Suppose y E W& II). Let m = kL + j, 0 cj c L - 1. We know that [fkL(x), fkL(y) E 
v, - v”+l for some n 2 1. Hence 
fkL(y)~ W~[~““(X),C~~~~~(X)~~+~~-~~N. 
Therefore, 
fkL+‘(y) E Ws[fkL+‘(x), c]nfkL+j(x) Wl+~n_l~N+p 
That is, 
[fkL+‘(x), f”“+‘(y)] C Wit+i)~+j = Wl+(n-1)N = vn c N,(A; l/2”). 
Since [fkL(x), fkL(y)] E V,+I 3 ND@ ; l/2”+*), we have D[fkL(x), fkL(y)]~ l/2”+*. 
Hence 
D[fkL+j (x), f”“+‘(y)]c l/2” c4D[fkL(x), fkL(y)]. 
Furthermore, since m = kL + j, 
To complete the proof, we must establish the required condition for y E WL(x, u). 
To do this, we replace f by f-’ in the argument just completed. 
The method of proof used here is similar to techniques introduced in [3]. 
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